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D5020 Ganging Jumper and Clip Instruction Sheet
You can use the ganging jumper and clip to connect multiple D5020
Communications Docks together. The ganging jumper and clip kit consists of
four each of these parts:

• Ganging jumper
• Clip
The ganging jumper links the power between multiple communications docks.
The clip connects the docks together. Use the ganging jumpers and clips to
power up to five D5020 Communications Docks with one power cord.
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Caution
To prevent electric shock or damage to your dock, do not
connect more than five docks together.
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Conseil
Ne connectez pas plus de cinq stations d’accueil
ensemble.
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To connect multiple docks

To connect multiple docks

1. Unplug the power cord.

1. Unplug the power cord.
2. Connect the docks together by inserting a ganging jumper between each
two docks.

2. Connect the docks together by inserting a ganging jumper between each
two docks.
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3. Turn all the docks over and insert a clip between each two docks to secure
them together.

3. Turn all the docks over and insert a clip between each two docks to secure
them together.
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4. Turn the docks back to the upright position. You can route the RS-232
cables and the power cord through the ganging jumpers.

4. Turn the docks back to the upright position. You can route the RS-232
cables and the power cord through the ganging jumpers.
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5. Plug the power cord into the first dock (on the
right in this illustration) in the line.
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